CONTAINER CONTROL PROGRAMME - WOMEN’S PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

CCP-WPDP

OUR COMMITMENT STATEMENT

We, the members of the CCP-WPDP, are proud to serve our national Customs Administrations. We are committed to facilitating the safe and secure movement of goods across our borders. We are ready to cooperate and influence positive change to combat criminal activity in the international supply chain. Change starts with us!

WE WILL CHANGE OUR MINDSET

- We will be adaptive and flexible
- We will seek fresh perspectives and viewpoints
- We will dare to think outside the box
- We will challenge our assumptions
- We will anticipate future risks and opportunities
- We will focus on quality
- We will actively prepare for the future
- We will embrace innovation
- We will challenge outdated practices
- We will not be afraid of mistakes

WE WILL STRENGTHEN OUR CONNECTIONS

- We will build partnerships at the local, national and international level
- We will be trustworthy partners
- We will enhance two-way cooperation
- We will establish contact points
- We will stay in touch with our CCP-WPDP network
- We will dare to share intelligence
- We will speak up when we are aware of suspicious activity

WE WILL ADVANCE WOMEN IN CUSTOMS

- We will champion diversity as an organisational asset
- We will support other women to unlock their potential
- We will promote inclusive leadership pathways
- We will advocate for flexible work arrangements
- We will challenge outdated stereotypes
- We will nurture the next generation of leaders
- We will act as strong role models for women in Customs
We are family. Together, we are ready to take positive steps to safeguard our borders and disrupt crime:

Khim Kanika, Seng Bunnaren, Hong Sreya, Sreylin Vich, Chhorn Sokly, Asinate Rosi Taliga
Litiana Wai Sautulevu, Viniana Radinialoi, Dini Ratnasari, Nidia Putri Kusumawardhani, Rhiza Novita Triananda, Fitri Aryati
Elsa Pithaloka Putri, Komang Ayu Ratna Widari, Olivia Eka Pumama, Amphayvone Phiousila, Lasoy Kanthilath
Lattanaphone Vannasouk, Kisyanda Mariz Binti Mohamed, Siti Sarina Binti Samsudin, Azmath Shakir, Fathimath Kiran, Hawwaa Muzuna, Sabahah Sabree, Jenny Diokno, Jonel Linao Lucena
Joanna Marie C. Galorio, Merinnage Anushka Ruwanthi Cooray, Munasing Arachchige Dimuthu Dananjanie
Paththini Deva Indu Nadeeka Ranathunga, Nambukara Gamage Melani Madhuhbashini, Sriporn Meekdee, Saranya Dittayam, Tran Vi Chau, Nguyen Thi Kim Ha, Tran Thi Thu Tra, Nguyen Thi Thanh Loan, Hoang Thi Mai Lan
Nguyen Thi Hong Ngoc, Michelle Bond, Wint Shwe Cin Ei, Wipa Tungtriamjai, Nuttha Ummarakoon

Cambodia, Fiji, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Maldives, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam, Australia

TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER